We shall study the theory by looking at its connected
Green functions 1 2
A graphical notation will be used as indicated, in which an n-point Green function will be represented by a bubble with n long legs. The dressed 2-point function (propagator) will be represented by a line and sawing off a leg from a bubble means amputation with the dressed inverse propagator G-' (xlx2).
Because of the spectrum condition the Green functions can be continued to the Euclidean domain x4 = ixO real
Later we shall consider such Euclidian Green functions.
This simplifies the group theoretical analysis.
To build a theory one must first of all have a set of equations from which the Green functions should be Firstly one defines amplitudes which are 1-particle irreducible in one channel, they are constructed out of Green functions proper according to \r(
There and below the dotted lines in the bubble may serve to remind one that the amplitude is not symmetric in all its arguments but only in those attached to the upper and lower legs separately.
The other auxiliary amplitudes are the Bethe-Salpeter kernel and the so-called "2 particle irreducible kernels", they are distinguished by a symbol "B" resp. "2i".
For our purposes they should be thought of as determined in terms of the Green functions by the equations exist for other theories.
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they are integral equations since there is always a term which involves an integration over loop momentum.
Two of them are in fact integro-differential equations, We shall now address ourselves to the problem of constructing the exactly conformal invariant theory.
There are to date two approaches, the second of which is still in development:
1. Skeleton graph theory (Migdal-Polyakov)
Group theoretical approach
The skeleton graph approach was started by Polyakov [ 6'1 and Migdal [7] and further developed by Parisi, Peliti [8] , Todorov, Symanzik and the author [9,2] .
For completeness a short Lccount of its main ideas will be given in the next section. A more extensive review has been given in reference [lo] . The presentation of the group theoretical approach in the following sections will be based on the authozk work ill]. Some related ideas can also be found in the work of 
-CONFORMAL PARTIAL WAVE EXPANSION. -We will now
The expansion is then turn our attention to the group theoretical approach.
Consider Green functions for Euclidian arguments x.
-*-. G~( X~X~. . . X~) (5.3)
There exists a manifestly conformal covariant forman-2 -n-2 lism [3, 9] in which Euclidian vectors x are identified In comparison with ordinary partial wave expansion X with points on a projective "light cone" in 6(resp. plays the role of angular momentum 11; x,a are "magnetic D+2)dimensional space, and Green functions become Moreover the residue must factorize residue = (g2bo)-l H ) (6 .2) i.e. is expressible in terms of the ordinary Green functions. The constant bil= res g(x) at x = x0. iii) There are remarkable similarities in mathematical structure to dual resonance models -like emphasis on meromorphy, factorization and crossing symmetry.
Crossing synrmetry for all the higher n-point functions
